Abstract. This paper describes an image-processing pipeline for the automatic segmentation of the nuclear envelope of HeLa cells observed through Electron Microscopy. The pipeline was applied to a 3D stack of 300 images. The intermediate results of neighbouring slices are further combined to improve the final results. Comparison with a handsegmented ground truth reported Jaccard similarity values between 94-98% on the central slices with a decrease towards the edges of the cell where the structure was considerably more complex. The processing is unsupervised and each 2D slice is processed in about 5-10 seconds running on a MacBook Pro. No systematic attempt to make the code faster was made. These encouraging results could be further used to provide data for more complex segmentation techniques like Deep Learning, which require a considerable amount of data to train architectures like Convolutional Neural Networks. The code is freely available from https://github.com/reyesaldasoro/HeLa-Cell-Segmentation.
Introduction
All living creatures are made of cells, which are the smallest structural and functional unit of living organisms [1] . Cells have the ability to create copies of themselves by subdivision [2] . Whilst in the majority of cases, cells are able to subdivide correctly, sometimes errors in the DNA replication lead to mutations. Some mutations then can inactivate tumour suppressor genes or activate protooncogenes and the result is a cell that subdivides without control and can become a cancerous tumour [2] [3] [4] .
The change from a normal cell to a malignant one has multiple characteristics, sometimes summarised as six hallmarks: self-sufficiency in growth signals, evasion of apoptosis, insensitivity to anti-growth signals, sustained angiogenesis, tissue invasion and metastasis and limitless replicative potential [3, 5] .
Cancer research has utilised malignant cell lines to study numerous processes; perhaps the most important line has been the cervical cancer HeLa cells, derived in 1951 [6, 7] and now widely used as model for thousands of biological experiments to contribute to the understanding of the disease [8, 9] . The availability of cell lines together with genetic advances has contributed significantly to cancer research, which has grown significantly as a proportion of all research in biomedical areas [10] . Cervical cancer is of importance in its own right as it contributes, together with breast cancer, to 4.2% of the global causes of death [11] . In the United Kingdom around 3,000 cases are diagnosed every year and just under 1,000 women die from cervical cancer every year [12] .
One key element in the study of cancerous cells is the observation of the nucleus, in processes like the formation of the post-mitotic nuclear envelope [13] . However, the organisation of the nucleus and its surrounding structures remains an area largely unexplored [14] . Perhaps the reason behind this lack of research is due to the high resolution required. The resolution required to reveal cells' fine structures can be provided by electron microscopy [15, 16] .
Segmentation of cells in microscopy images is a widely studied area [17] . Considerable work has been done on the segmentation of overlapping cells [18] [19] [20] [21] and segmentation of nuclei has been performed with different techniques, among them watershed transformations [22] [23] [24] [25] . However, at high magnification such as that provided by electron microscopes, the segmentation concentrates not only on separating the cells from each other, but the cell structures apart to better understand the nuclear formation [26] , the chromosome arrangement [27] or the molecular sociology [28, 29] . At this level of magnification, the segmentation is particularly difficult as there is little regularity as compared with lower magnifications and even more complicated with 3D data sets [30] .
Automatic cell segmentation remains one of the most challenging processes in image analysis [18, 31] and despite the significant disadvantages of time and inter-and intra-user variability, manual segmentation remains widely used and in many cases, is still considered as the gold standard. Thus, a considerable amount the work is still done manually [32] or with semi-automated methods [33] .
An alternative to a single expert manually delineating a desired region of interest has been to gather the effort of many non-experts, in what has been called citizen-science [34] . The main idea is that an army of internet non-experts may provide enough results so that a median result has a comparable accuracy and value than those provided by a limited number of experts. For this purpose, a citizen-science project called Etch a Cell [35] was created to provide manual segmentation of the nuclear envelope of HeLa cells.
In this paper, a methodology for the automated segmentation of nuclear envelope of HeLa cells is presented. The methodology consists of several imageprocessing steps: low-pass filtering, edge detection and determination of superpixels, distance transforms and delineation of the nuclear envelope. The algo- rithm assumes the following: (a) there is a single HeLa cell of interest in the field of view, (b) the centre of the cell is located at centre of a 3D stack of images, (c) the nuclear envelope is darker than the nuclei or its surroundings, and (d) the background is brighter than any cellular structure. The centre of the cell is in the centre as individual cells have been hand-located from the whole field of view as will be described in the following section.
Materials and Methods

HeLa Cells preparation and acquisition
Wild type HeLa cells were prepared and embedded in Durcupan resin following the method of the National Centre for Microscopy and Imaging Research (NCMIR) [36] . Serial blockface scanning electron microscopy (SBF SEM) data was collected using a 3View2XP (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) attached to a Sigma VP SEM (Zeiss, Cambridge). Images were acquired at 8192×8192 pixels over a total of 518 slices, with 10 × 10 × 50 nm voxel size and the intensity of each voxel was between 0 and 255 as the data type was unsigned integer of 8 bits. Individual cells were manually cropped as volumes of interest. The single cell used in this study is a substack of 2000 × 2000 × 300 voxels. 
Algorithms
In this work, a stack of three hundred images acquired as previously described were processed in MATLAB R (The Mathworks TM , Natick, USA). The images corresponded to a Region of Interest (ROI) of a larger image (Fig. 1a) which was cropped to contain a single HeLa cell at the centre, but parts of other cells were visible at the sides (Fig. 1b) . Each image of the stack had dimensions (n h , n w , n d ) = (2000, 2000, 1) and were saved as single channel TIFF files. The images of electron microscopy do not contain colour information.
The first step of the pipeline applied a 5 × 5 Gaussian low-pass filter with kernel size (h = 7) and standard deviation (σ = 2) to remove the high frequency information and to enhance the larger scale edge features. This was required as the images presented a grainy texture probably due to noise in the acquisition (Fig. 2a) . The segmentation steps will rely on the intensity thus it was important to have a smooth intensity that would characterise the nuclear region and its boundaries. The region of interest (ROI) and the smoothing effect can be seen in detail in Fig. 2b .
An edge-detection step followed the smoothing. A Canny edge-detection [37] was used in order to detect abrupt changes of intensity. Of particular interest was the variation of the nuclear envelope thus different Gaussians of different values were tested and best results were obtained with σ = 4 (Fig. 3a) . The selection of a large σ is important so that the edges created by the nuclear envelope are not broken but selected as one continuous edge and also to avoid small edges due to relatively small variation of the intensity. It should be noticed, that besides the nuclear envelope a large number of edges are detected. A selection of foreground (the cell and its neighbours) and background (regions without cells) removed those edges. Superpixels were created in the following way: the previ-ously detected edges were dilated and removed from the image, the remaining unconnected regions were labelled and became superpixels (Fig. 3b) . There was no restriction in size of these superpixels as it was important to allow for large superpixels that corresponded to the nucleus and the background. Small superpixels were discarded (Fig. 3c) and then any superpixel that was in contact with the edges of the image was removed. The remaining superpixels were closed with a disk structural element and internal holes filled (Fig. 3d) . The superpixel with the centroid closest to the centre of the image was assumed to be the nucleus (Fig. 3e) . This is an assumption of the methodology as The average intensity of the large superpixels which were not selected as nucleus were examined to determine which ones corresponded to the background and those with higher intensities were assumed to correspond to the background.
Since the boundary of the nuclear envelope, previously detected with the edge detection, was removed for the creation of the superpixels, it was necessary to dilate the region previously assumed as the nucleus to detect the most accurate location of the envelope. To find the boundary, a distance transform from the region to every pixel of the image was performed (Fig. 3f) . The average intensity of every loci with constant distance was calculated (Fig. 3g) , where a valley clearly indicated the location of the nuclear envelope. It should be noticed how the intensities inside and outside the nuclear envelope were brighter than the envelope itself. Finally, the envelope was obtained by dilating with the distance previously calculated. Figure 3h shows the envelope overlaid on the filtered image with a magenta line. For comparison purposes, the manual delineation is shown with a cyan line. To illustrate the differences, a ROI is presented in Fig. 3i . Besides the small variations along the boundary, it should be noticed that a separate region was denoted as nuclei by the expert. This decision is taken by moving up and down through the 3D stack as the nucleus has complex shapes.
In order to compare the final automated segmentation with the manually segmented ground truth, Jaccard Similarity Index [38] of intersection over union of areas was calculated.
Results
The final segmentation of the HeLa cell is shown as a shaded volume (Fig.  4a,b) and two representative slices (Fig. 4c,d) . The algorithm captured well the shape of the cell and it can be seen that one side of the cell is smoother (a) than the other (b). This is also visible on the 2D images. Solid arrows indicate an interesting notch that travels along the cell between slices. These variations on the shape of the cell must have biological significance and could be used for further biological experiments. A dashed line indicates another variation; however, this is most likely an artefact, either of the algorithm when contiguous slices were compared or of the acquisition due to a slight shift, and will require further work to determine the cause. The comparison of the areas reported values of the Jaccard similarity index between 94-98% on the central slices (Fig. 5) . and 2D slices (c,d) where the automatic segmentation is shown with a green shade and the background with a light purple shade. Solid line arrows indicate a notch that travels along the nucleus. The dashed line arrow indicates an artefact, which could be due to the segmentation algorithm when neighbouring slices are processed or could also be due to a slight shift in the acquisition, which would be resolved with a pre-alignment. Further investigation will be dedicated to this artefact.
Discussion
In this work, an automatic segmentation algorithm of the nuclear envelope of HeLa cells acquired with Electron Microscopy was described. The 300 images described in section 2.1 were processed with the proposed automated segmentation algorithm. Promising segmentation results, as indicated by the Jaccard values, were obtained. The decrease in similarity towards the bottom and top of the cell can be understood as the shape becomes less regular and more complex and the nucleus is formed by more than one region. Two sources of error were thus identified. First, the detected boundary did not match that of the manual observer (dashed lines in Fig. 6a,b) . Further examination is required to notice the exact contribution of these errors to the total index. It should also be noticed that errors of the manual expert are possible. Second, there were more than one region corresponding to the nucleus (solid lines in Fig. 6a,b) . This is a limitation of the algorithm and further work can rely on the segmentation of contiguous slices.
Future work will consider testing this algorithm in a larger number of cells and comparing against other methodologies like active contours. 
